BAZAAR SPA
AT SHRIGLEY HALL HOTEL

TRIBE517
TRIBE517 CALIBRATE517
Surrender to the sensation of having your body gently realigned and perfectly ‘put back
together’ again with a body massage like no other, supported lying face down
encouraging gravity to enhance the experience, with warm Health & Heal Oil of Sweet
Orange & Fennel
50 mins - £75

TRIBE517 HOT ROCKING RELAX
Hot Rocking Relax Recalibration for rocking relaxed muscles and mind. Your choice of
heal and health body oil or hypnotic sleep balm combined with hot volcanic stone for a
full body massage of intense pleasure for tired bodies, aching muscles and fraught
minds. Relinquish control and rebalance your entire being
50 mins - £75

TRIBE517 CALIBRATE 517 LIBERTY
Celebrate your personal freedom, the signature massage with a mood balancing
measure of sass. A blend of Ylang & Amaris to energise and relax, wake up and doze
off with and mingle of speciality warm manual techniques and bamboo pole
50 mins - £75

TRIBE517 MAMA LOVE
Delicate nourishing ‘Beautiful Hero’ product and supporting pillows make for a ‘Love of
massage’ experience no Mama can resist. Soothe away aches and entice a sleepy head
mood. Suited from the second trimester and following baby’s arrival
50 mins - £75

DECLEOR
FULL BODY AROMATHERAPY
Aromatherapy Back, Neck and Shoulder massage and revitalising legtreatment. Stresses
and strains blissfully melt away and skin all over is left revitalised and velvety
50 mins - £75

PRESCRIPTIVE FACIAL
At the heart of every facial are powerful essential oils renowned worldwide for
their simply stunning results. Our prescriptive facial is tailored to meet your
concerns, and for your enjoyment and relaxation with these heavenly scents
50 mins - £75

SALT OF THE EARTH & ARTISTIC
Escape into a soothing aromatic experience for your handsor feet unhurried
apothercary styled treatment blending your own chosen fragrant oils with healing
salt from the Great Salt Lakes. Revolutionise your manicure or pedicure with
meticulous attention for health to hands, feet and nails
*Please ensure you have no gel/acrylic on your nails before arrival as removal
will not be available within your allocated appointment time
50 mins - £75

ARTISTIC EXPRESS MANICURE OR PEDICURE
A quick pick me up for your nauls/toes. Includes file/shaping of the nails, cuticle
work, application of your chosen colour polish and a nourishing mineral whipped
cream
40 mins - £55

LA SULTANE DE SABA
GOLD FACIAL
Combines gold particles with luscious caviar extract for a powerful ant-ageing
and nourishing treatment rich in vitamins, essential amino-acids and trace
elements. Ideal for smoothing wrinkles and restoring firmness and luminosity
55 mins - £75

RASSOUL RITUAL
Our deep cleansing wellness rituals are highly regarded for maintaining optimal
health for mind and body. Experience the joys of ancient exfoliating and skin
clearing wonders, including our black soap and rassoul lava clay, sourced from
Moroccan Atlas Mountains. Skin is left sparkling clear and refreshed
55 mins - £75

AYURVEDIC RITUAL
A ritual in which all energies of the body harmonise to generate wellness. This
unique ritual benefits the flow of energy, bringing deep relaxation. Includes our
Ayurvedic silk scrub, shirodhara drizzling of oils, followed by specialist pressure
point massage to release blocked or negative energy
55 mins - £75

BLACK CLEANSE SMOOTHIE
A complete treat for the back including our traditional back soap exfoliation, a
pore-cleansing rasoul lava clay black mask and a tension-relieving back massage
to sooth muscles in those hard to reach areas
40 mins - £55

YOUR SPA VISIT...

WHEN TO ARRIVE?
We advise that you arrive at least 15 minutes prior to your first treatment to allow
sufficient time to check-in, complete our required consultation card, and
prepare for your treatment in line with our coronavirus safety guidelines. Out
of courtesy to all guests, we do operate a prompt appointment schedule. We do
understand that sometimes our guests may arrive late for one reason or another.
In this instance, every possible effort will be made to accommodate
guests where possible, but so other guests are not affected, it may be
necessary to reduce the time, reschedule or cancel the treatment.

AGE REQUIREMENTS
The minimum age to enjoy a spa treatment is 18 years

CORONAVIRUS SAFETY GUIDELINES
Please wash your hands on arrival followed by
the use of hand sanitizer provided. Please follow directions provided by the
spa staff to ensure social distancing is adhered to. Please wear a face mask to
your appointment, alternatively we can provide on for you and a surcharge of £2
will be added to your bill. Card payments/ Room Charges only, no cash will be
accepted. Refreshments can be purchased at the Silk Road Kitchen, no glasses of
water will be provided within the spa, however you may bring a refillable
bottle with you if you wish. Please minimise the amount of belongings you bring
with you and please reschedule if you feel symptoms of any illness. Relaxation
and waiting areas may be limited at this time.

PREGNANCY
It is mportant to inform us if you are, or possibly, pregnant so that we can advise
the appropriate treatments.

TREATMENT ROOMS
Treatment rooms will be allocated prior to your arrival & guests of the same
household may be allocated a dual treatment room subject to availability.

